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Momentum GapCover

Staff Care Solutions

MegaRewards

In keeping with the theme of providing stable benefits, the 2019 points
structure for Multiply Premier has remained consistent going into
2019, with no changes to the points tables and thresholds. The main
new features for 2019 will be the ability to earn points more easily and
boosted day-to-day partners.

Momentum GapCover was launched in 2017 offering members
supplementary cover to assist with shortfalls in the event of
hospitalisation involving surgery or medical treatment, as well as for
certain procedures performed out-of-hospital.

Access to healthcare is an integral component of an employee’s health
and wellbeing. Private healthcare solutions, like medical schemes,
remain unaffordable for a large portion of the low-income workforce.

Momentum is excited to launch a rewards benefit on Health4Me, as
well as on capitated options (such as the Ingwe and Impact Options)
within our employer group business. In summary, this benefit aims to
incentivise members with monthly airtime as a reward for reducing
absenteeism, and monthly data for Healthy Heart Score outcomes.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------In consultation with our participating employer groups, the need for an
HIV benefit became evident, so from 2019, HIV cover will be included
on the Gold option. The programme will provide benefits and funding for
the following:

The concern is that not all employees can afford a medical scheme
solution, and a more cost effective low income solution is required
to cater for their needs and affordability. In South Africa there are
approximately 8.8 million beneficiaries covered by a medical scheme,
which accounts for 16% of the population. If we had to overlay these
figures into an employer group, one would find that the majority of
the employees would not be covered. Momentum Staffcare Solutions
provides comprehensive benefits for these employees at a cost
effective price, extending healthcare benefits across the employer
group. This integrated solution is then wrapped up in Multiply for
Corporates, which rewards employer groups who engage on the
programme.
In ensuring that all employees have access to similar basic benefits,
Momentum has revamped their Multiply for Corporates offering to
include:

Innovative solutions that reimagine
the possibilities
Momentum’s health solutions have been moving the healthcare industry forward with a

EAP and executive wellness programmes

flexible offering and innovative thinking that has reimagined the possibilities in health and

Momentum’s health solutions also offer an integrated wellness solution
-------------------------------------------------------------to employers. This includes a standard Employee Assistance Programme
Free health assessment for all employees at registered clients.
(EAP) with an interactive online engagement platform, as well as an
-------------------------------------------------------------- executive wellness programme, either taken together or as stand-alone
products.
A membership card for Multiply for Corporates will be created.

—— Anti-retroviral medication
—— Blood tests related to condition monitoring
—— Doctor consultations related to condition monitoring

wellness management.

-------------------------------------------------------------Increased incentive for financial advisers to drive registration,
create awareness and further engagement on the programme.

—— Post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

With the ongoing changes in legislation in the healthcare industry, Momentum’s health solutions reinvented what

-------------------------------------------------------------Employers are able to spend rewards on subsidising Multiply
Premier or Momentum Health contributions.

Staff Care Solutions also provides its participating employer groups with
an EAP programme, which offers psychosocial counselling, trauma/
critical incidence counselling and legal assist, credit health and debt
management services to employees.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

was thought to be the best and made it significantly better through solutions such as Provider Choice, HealthSaver,
HealthReturns, Staff Care Solutions and more recently Multiply Visa® Card and Multiply for Corporates. The

--------------------------------------------------------------

continuous innovation doesn’t stop here, Momentum’s health solutions have taken this thinking forward into 2019

The emergency transportation, stabilisation and treatment cost paid in
case of an accident that requires immediate medical treatment has been
increased to:

and beyond.

100 MB

Healthy Heart Score

monthly

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Green

Healthy Heart

25 MB
monthly

Score
Amber

100

R
monthly

If employer’s
absenteeism
targets are met

Employer portal
In response to our corporate clients advising us that they would like to
engage with Momentum more simply, we are currently designing the new
employer portal. The main aim for this portal is to offer the HR staff at
corporate employer groups a seamless and intuitive online experience to
easily interact with Momentum’s health offerings.
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monthly
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2003

Momentum launches HealthSaver

Staff Care Solutions has introduced a R20 000 lump sum maternity
benefit, payable to a member if hospitalisation is due to childbirth,
irrespective of the number of days that the member has been
hospitalised.

Value

2000

Momentum Health

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1998

Pulz Medical Scheme

—— Up to R1 000 000 per event - Standard

National Medical Plan

—— Up to R200 000 per event - Base

Momentum Health introduces Health Platform

The machine learning algorithm had a 15-20% higher accuracy rate in
identifying hospitalisation in diabetics. This type of technology will allow
Momentum, through the wellness coaches, to intervene earlier and
achieve their overall objective of creating improved health for members.
This is a leading innovation in the industry.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------Members will now have access to two specialist visits per year, up to
R1 000 per visit, which includes the cost of the consultation,
medication, radiology and pathology. Should there be any shortfalls, this
will be payable by the member.

Advanced benefit: Absenteeism management
Employers can also incentivise lower absenteeism by choosing to
participate in the advanced benefit. This increases the R50 monthly
airtime to R100 per month when absenteeism targets are met or
exceeded. Based on the outcome of their Healthy Heart Score,
members will also receive additional data for 12 months following the
completion of their health assessment.

Momentum launches Multiply

There is currently a lot of hype around Artificial Intelligence and machine
learning. For most businesses, the current challenge is to harness the
power of these new technologies to create real business value. Over the
past year Momentum has succeeded in building some valuable machine
learning algorithms in the clinical risk management space. Machine
learning allows for hyper-personalisation and looks for non-traditional,
unobvious links within the data. We then build these into our algorithms
in an effort to early-detect readmissions, onset of disease, and the
like. This allows our wellness coaches to offer even more personalised
and meaningful care for high risk individuals from the comfort of their
homes. Momentum is currently piloting this with members who are
diabetic to see whether it is possible to predict which members would
be admitted to hospital based on about 90 different data points.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------A maximum salary band of R20 000 will apply for members who have
day-to-day benefits in conjunction with one or more major medical
event benefit.

Cellular data - upon completion of a health assessment,
participating members will receive 100MB of data (on the same
sim card as the monthly airtime).

Medical schemes to maintain a 25% solvency

Using AI to enhance
client experience and
health outcomes

With this in mind the Momentum Staff Care Solutions
enhancements for 2019 are the following:

Airtime - sim cards will be issued and members will receive
airtime of R50 per month for 12 months.

Momentum Health introduces Provider Choice

--------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------

1.
In line with Momentum’s focus on innovation and flexibility, Momentum
Staff Care Solutions follows a building block approach. Employers
2.
are able to select the combination of benefits most suitable to their
employees’ needs and available budget.

Personal medical savings accounts are limited to 25%

Bonus points will now be based on intensity and completion time and
will be part of the 240 engagement points (easier to earn points).
Special events can be logged on Entrytime and Multiply will receive
the results and allocate automatically. Racetec (timing chip) is now
integrated with FitVault and events timed by Racetec will automatically
be updated by Multiply.

-------------------------------------------------------------Members will now have access to three casualty visits for accidental and
emergencies, up to a maximum of R10 000 for all three visits.

Base benefit

Council for Medical Scheme is established

-------------------------------------------------------------There is also increased cover for obstetrics and gynaecology, as well as
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - cardiothoracic and neurology, which will now be covered up to 2½ times
what the Scheme paid.
Special events

All participating members will have access to the following benefits:

The Medical Scheme Act comes into effect

-------------------------------------------------------------The maximum overall limit for shortfall cover has been increased to
R157 000 per insured life per year.

Momentum Staff Care Solutions applies their extensive experience and
skill in the field, as well as their strong provider network partnerships,
to facilitate cost-effective provision of day-to-day benefits to employees.

The Medical Scheme Act is signed into law

Increased cashbacks for the following partners:

Momentum Staff Care Solutions allows employer groups to offer
cost-effective healthcare cover to their low-income staff.

Momentum’s integrated solutions enable employers to enhance their
employees’ health and financial wellness through positive behaviour
change. Bringing it all together, Multiply for Corporates is Momentum’s
rewards programme for businesses. It encourages employers to take
Digital and client engagement
care of their employees’ physical and financial wellness needs, and
create a safe workplace. It is backed by solutions designed to enhance Wellness/Activation days – Momentum is now
employees’ productivity, in so doing contributing to a business’ overall launching brand new activation days that will be
piloted in various regions across the country. The
success for the future.
day takes a completely digitised approach with a
As employees’ physical health improves, lower medical expenses
digital nurse who manages the experience.
and insurance costs reduce their financial vulnerability. Healthier
The new activation days are available to
employees are also off work for shorter periods and tend to be much
Health4Me, OCSACare and Momentum Health
more productive.
employer groups.
Financially well employees are less stressed and less likely to be
distracted by financial worries at work. The result: higher levels of
engagement and productivity.

Version 2019

Since inception we have seen steady growth in the number of policies
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - taken out. Momentum GapCover offers a seamless claims process,
meaning that members no longer need to submit a gap claim form or
Easier to earn points (240 engagement points)
any other documentation usually required when making a gap cover
claim. The system automatically detects whether it is a valid claim and
Members who go for a fitness assessment will be able to unlock
confirms whether there was any shortfall - if there is, the claim will be
additional Active DayzTM. These points are subject to the Track your
processed by Momentum GapCover, who will notify the member once it
Spend and Safe Dayz limit.
has been processed and paid.
-------------------------------------------------------------In addition to the seamless claims process, Momentum GapCover has
introduced the following benefit enhancements:
Boosted day-to-day partners

Multiply for Corporates Corporate value
proposition

2019

What’s
next?

Business News

-------------------------------------------------------------Greater flexibility to spend HealthSaver funds through the Multiply
Visa® Card.
-------------------------------------------------------------Maximum credit limit increased to R36 000.
-------------------------------------------------------------Enhancing existing Retirement Sweep to include
Education Sweep.
--------------------------------------------------------------

Multiply

-------------------------------------------------------------There are no changes to the points tables and thresholds.
-------------------------------------------------------------Members have the ability to earn points more easily.
-------------------------------------------------------------Access to Multiply vouchers now done through SMS.
-------------------------------------------------------------Members who go for a fitness assessment will be able to unlock
additional Active Dayz.
-------------------------------------------------------------Increased cashbacks.
-------------------------------------------------------------

Multiply for Corporates

-------------------------------------------------------------Free health assessment for all employees at registered clients.
-------------------------------------------------------------A membership card for Multiply for Corporates will be created.
-------------------------------------------------------------Increased incentive for financial advisers to drive registration,
create awareness and further engagement on the programme.
-------------------------------------------------------------Employers are able to spend rewards on subsidising Multiply
Premier or Momentum Health contributions.
--------------------------------------------------------------

Day-to-day and accident cover

6.8%

Hospital cash and funeral cover

2.5%

Factors taken into account when considering the increase

CPI
Over the last few years, medical inflation has been estimated as CPI plus
3%. This takes into account tariff increases and demographic factors,
including adverse selection and burden of disease, as well as supply
side factors, which include advancements in medical technology. All of
which are integral when calculating the medical scheme increases for the

MegaRewards

-------------------------------------------------------------Members of a corporate employer group with more than 50
employees on Health4Me membership or on capitated options
(such as the Ingwe and Impact Options) will be able to receive
monthly airtime for doing their health assessment, as well as data
for Green or Amber Healthy Heart Scores. Additional data can be
earned if the employer’s overall absenteeism targets are met.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wellness/Activation days for corporate clients.
-------------------------------------------------------------Integrated wellness solutions for participating employer groups,
including EAP and executive wellness programmes.
--------------------------------------------------------------

Low increase, off a low base

following year.

Vat increase

Growing with the right profile of members – continuing
to reverse the ageing effect of the risk pool

This year saw an increase in Vat of 1%, which most schemes absorbed
during the year, however there could be allowances made in the
calculation of the annual increase to allow for this increased cost.

Growth
Significant growth over a short period also places increased pressure on
the scheme’s solvency, which in turn needs to be accounted for in the
annual increase.

In conclusion

-------------------------------------------------------------Momentum’s health solutions provide flexibility for consumers to
structure a healthcare solution that meets their needs and affordability,
meaning there is no wastage.
-------------------------------------------------------------Momentum Health has one of the most stable benefit designs,
consumers know what benefits they have and they aren’t constantly
changing.
-------------------------------------------------------------Momentum Health still offers one of the lowest average risk
contributions in the market.
-------------------------------------------------------------Momentum Health remains one of the youngest open medical
schemes, which means that future claims costs should be lower.
--------------------------------------------------------------

Factors influencing increases for 2019

Solvency within regulated requirements – monitored
closely to balance the effect of strong growth

Average

10.7%
Impact Option
10.1%

Custom Option
11%

Incentive Option
10.1%

Extender Option
11.1%

Burn 300 calories
Take 10 000 steps

Health assessment

Summit Option
11.1%

Go to gym (Virgin Active/Planet Fitness, or any other
gym measured with FitVault)

Visit Clicks or Dis-Chem and do a health
assessment

Complete a special event via Entrytime/FitVault

Determine your Healthy Heart Score
Comply with treatment protocols, if you have
a chronic condition

Disclaimer
You can choose to make use of additional products available from Momentum Group, a division of MMI
Group Limited (Momentum), to seamlessly enhance your medical aid. These voluntary complementary
products range from a world-class wellness and rewards programme, Multiply, to the innovative
HealthReturns solution. These complementary products are not medical scheme benefits. Momentum is
not a medical scheme, and is a separate entity to Momentum Health. You can be a member of Momentum
Health without taking any of the complementary products that Momentum offers.

HealthSaver

Education Sweep

---------------------------------------Greater flexibility to spend your
HealthSaver funds through the
Multiply Visa® Card.
---------------------------------------Maximum credit limit increased to
R36 000.
---------------------------------------Enhancing existing Retirement
Sweep to include Education
Sweep.
----------------------------------------

Let your lifestyle fund your children’s education
Members will be able to use the accumulated
value of their HealthReturns to pay an education
invoice (in full or in part) from a registered
educational institute in South Africa for one or
more of their child dependants (covered on the
same option).
*Funds in excess of R5 000 can be used

KidsReturns rewards active families
To encourage families to exercise together, Momentum has introduced KidsReturns. Child
dependants on certain options can earn HealthReturns, as long as all adult dependants are
earning HealthReturns.
How does it work?
Children need to complete a child’s version of the health assessment, which measures BMI
and waist circumference. For children under the age of 3, their height and weight will be
measured against the Road to Health Chart.
KidsReturns are calculated according to:

4
3

Engage with Multiply
From joining Multiply to reaching
Gold status and enjoying increased
rewards takes just a few simple
steps, like completing online
questionnaires, going for a review
with a financial adviser, getting
a green Healthy Heart Score
and having three products with
Momentum.

Momentum Health increase

Ingwe Option
10.1%

1

Active Dayz™

spend

2019 Contribution increases
The average contribution increases over the last five years show that
Momentum Health’s increases have been significantly lower than the
rest of the market. When looking deeper into the numbers, it is clear that
the Momentum Health average risk contribution rate is lower than that
of the industry, consistently giving members a lower increase off a low
base, as depicted in the graph on the right. Based on the 2017 average
risk contributions, as reported in each scheme’s annual reports, and an
assumed increase of 9% for the other schemes.

--------------------------------------------------------------

Corporate solutions

—— Certain benefit limits have increased by CPI.

2

•

Family Multiply status

•

Healthy Heart Score:
•

•

The lowest Healthy Heart Score in the family

Activity level:

How much can I earn?

•

Children younger than 12: the lowest
activity level in the family

You can earn HealthReturns per R550 contribution that you pay as the
principal member.

•

Children 12 and over: earn their own
activity level

If your spouse and/or adult dependants are covered on your membership,
they can also earn HealthReturns per R550 payable for their portion of the
contribution.

Example

HealthSaver

-------------------------------------------------------------A maximum monthly salary of R20 000 will apply for members who
have day-to-day benefits in conjunction with one or more major
medical event benefits.
-------------------------------------------------------------HIV cover will be included on the Gold option.
-------------------------------------------------------------Removed co-payment and Momentum Rate on specialist visits.
-------------------------------------------------------------EAP programme available.
-------------------------------------------------------------Increase in accident cover limits.
-------------------------------------------------------------Enhancements to the maternity benefit - R20 000 lump sum benefit
payable to a member if hospitalisation is due to childbirth, irrespective
of number of days member has been hospitalised.
-------------------------------------------------------------Premium increases

Over the last five years, Momentum Health has been
able to increase membership by over 50%, which
equates to an average growth rate of approximately 9%
per year over this period. In addition to achieving this
growth, the Scheme has managed to attract the right
profile of member – a young, healthy, active member
which has benefited its demographic profile.

—— On the Ingwe Option, the overall annual hospital limit
has been removed
—— Specialist referral co-payments have been simplified

earn

-------------------------------------------------------------Rewards values have increased to a maximum of R3 000 per family per
month.
-------------------------------------------------------------Children can now earn KidsReturns
(on certain options).
--------------------------------------------------------------

Staff Care Solutions

for 2019.

Below is a summary of the benefit enhancements:

You can be a member of Momentum Health without taking any of the complementary products that Momentum offers.

HealthReturns

-------------------------------------------------------------Enhancements to the casualty benefit - members now have access to
three visits, overall limit of R10 000.
-------------------------------------------------------------Premium increase of 11%.
--------------------------------------------------------------

The unique benefit offering of Momentum Health is competitive,
comprehensive and relevant, and as such it was important to keep the
stability in the product design and not reduce benefits. It was also decided
that the 10% savings on the Incentive Options would remain

These complementary products are not medical scheme benefits. Momentum is not a medical scheme, and is a separate entity to Momentum Health.

-------------------------------------------------------------On the Ingwe Option, the overall annual hospital limit has been removed.
-------------------------------------------------------------Specialist referral co-payments have been simplified.
-------------------------------------------------------------Certain benefit limits have increased by CPI.
-------------------------------------------------------------Contribution increases range from 9.3% to 12.1%.
--------------------------------------------------------------

Momentum GapCover

2019 Complementary benefit updates

2019 Medical scheme benefit updates

These voluntary complementary products range from a world-class wellness and rewards programme, Multiply, to the innovative HealthReturns solution.

Momentum Health Medical Scheme

Momentum
Health Medical
Scheme
performance

You can choose to make use of additional products available from Momentum Group, a division of MMI Group Limited (Momentum), to seamlessly enhance your medical aid.

New for 2019

Option: Incentive Associated hospitals State chronic (Momentum Health)
Activity level: Level 5
Multiply Premier Status: Private Club
Healthy Heart Score: Green
Principal member contribution

R2 006 / R550 = 3

R260 x 3 = R780

Adult dependant contribution

R1 583 / R550 = 2

R260 x 2 = R520

Child dependant contribution

R769 / R550 = 1

R260 x 1 = R260

Total HealthReturns payable

R1 560 per month

All adult
dependants need
to be earning
HealthReturns

Child under 12:
Lowest activity level
in the family

Family Multiply status
and lowest Healthy Heart
Score apply

Child 12 and over:
Record own activity
level

Child completes
health assessment

Business News

-------------------------------------------------------------Greater flexibility to spend HealthSaver funds through the Multiply
Visa® Card.
-------------------------------------------------------------Maximum credit limit increased to R36 000.
-------------------------------------------------------------Enhancing existing Retirement Sweep to include
Education Sweep.
--------------------------------------------------------------

Multiply

-------------------------------------------------------------There are no changes to the points tables and thresholds.
-------------------------------------------------------------Members have the ability to earn points more easily.
-------------------------------------------------------------Access to Multiply vouchers now done through SMS.
-------------------------------------------------------------Members who go for a fitness assessment will be able to unlock
additional Active Dayz.
-------------------------------------------------------------Increased cashbacks.
-------------------------------------------------------------

Multiply for Corporates

-------------------------------------------------------------Free health assessment for all employees at registered clients.
-------------------------------------------------------------A membership card for Multiply for Corporates will be created.
-------------------------------------------------------------Increased incentive for financial advisers to drive registration,
create awareness and further engagement on the programme.
-------------------------------------------------------------Employers are able to spend rewards on subsidising Multiply
Premier or Momentum Health contributions.
--------------------------------------------------------------

Day-to-day and accident cover

6.8%

Hospital cash and funeral cover

2.5%

Factors taken into account when considering the increase

CPI
Over the last few years, medical inflation has been estimated as CPI plus
3%. This takes into account tariff increases and demographic factors,
including adverse selection and burden of disease, as well as supply
side factors, which include advancements in medical technology. All of
which are integral when calculating the medical scheme increases for the

MegaRewards

-------------------------------------------------------------Members of a corporate employer group with more than 50
employees on Health4Me membership or on capitated options
(such as the Ingwe and Impact Options) will be able to receive
monthly airtime for doing their health assessment, as well as data
for Green or Amber Healthy Heart Scores. Additional data can be
earned if the employer’s overall absenteeism targets are met.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wellness/Activation days for corporate clients.
-------------------------------------------------------------Integrated wellness solutions for participating employer groups,
including EAP and executive wellness programmes.
--------------------------------------------------------------

Low increase, off a low base

following year.

Vat increase

Growing with the right profile of members – continuing
to reverse the ageing effect of the risk pool

This year saw an increase in Vat of 1%, which most schemes absorbed
during the year, however there could be allowances made in the
calculation of the annual increase to allow for this increased cost.

Growth
Significant growth over a short period also places increased pressure on
the scheme’s solvency, which in turn needs to be accounted for in the
annual increase.

In conclusion

-------------------------------------------------------------Momentum’s health solutions provide flexibility for consumers to
structure a healthcare solution that meets their needs and affordability,
meaning there is no wastage.
-------------------------------------------------------------Momentum Health has one of the most stable benefit designs,
consumers know what benefits they have and they aren’t constantly
changing.
-------------------------------------------------------------Momentum Health still offers one of the lowest average risk
contributions in the market.
-------------------------------------------------------------Momentum Health remains one of the youngest open medical
schemes, which means that future claims costs should be lower.
--------------------------------------------------------------

Factors influencing increases for 2019

Solvency within regulated requirements – monitored
closely to balance the effect of strong growth

Average

10.7%
Impact Option
10.1%

Custom Option
11%

Incentive Option
10.1%

Extender Option
11.1%

Burn 300 calories
Take 10 000 steps

Health assessment

Summit Option
11.1%

Go to gym (Virgin Active/Planet Fitness, or any other
gym measured with FitVault)

Visit Clicks or Dis-Chem and do a health
assessment

Complete a special event via Entrytime/FitVault

Determine your Healthy Heart Score
Comply with treatment protocols, if you have
a chronic condition

Disclaimer
You can choose to make use of additional products available from Momentum Group, a division of MMI
Group Limited (Momentum), to seamlessly enhance your medical aid. These voluntary complementary
products range from a world-class wellness and rewards programme, Multiply, to the innovative
HealthReturns solution. These complementary products are not medical scheme benefits. Momentum is
not a medical scheme, and is a separate entity to Momentum Health. You can be a member of Momentum
Health without taking any of the complementary products that Momentum offers.

HealthSaver

Education Sweep

---------------------------------------Greater flexibility to spend your
HealthSaver funds through the
Multiply Visa® Card.
---------------------------------------Maximum credit limit increased to
R36 000.
---------------------------------------Enhancing existing Retirement
Sweep to include Education
Sweep.
----------------------------------------

Let your lifestyle fund your children’s education
Members will be able to use the accumulated
value of their HealthReturns to pay an education
invoice (in full or in part) from a registered
educational institute in South Africa for one or
more of their child dependants (covered on the
same option).
*Funds in excess of R5 000 can be used

KidsReturns rewards active families
To encourage families to exercise together, Momentum has introduced KidsReturns. Child
dependants on certain options can earn HealthReturns, as long as all adult dependants are
earning HealthReturns.
How does it work?
Children need to complete a child’s version of the health assessment, which measures BMI
and waist circumference. For children under the age of 3, their height and weight will be
measured against the Road to Health Chart.
KidsReturns are calculated according to:

4
3

Engage with Multiply
From joining Multiply to reaching
Gold status and enjoying increased
rewards takes just a few simple
steps, like completing online
questionnaires, going for a review
with a financial adviser, getting
a green Healthy Heart Score
and having three products with
Momentum.

Momentum Health increase

Ingwe Option
10.1%

1

Active Dayz™

spend

2019 Contribution increases
The average contribution increases over the last five years show that
Momentum Health’s increases have been significantly lower than the
rest of the market. When looking deeper into the numbers, it is clear that
the Momentum Health average risk contribution rate is lower than that
of the industry, consistently giving members a lower increase off a low
base, as depicted in the graph on the right. Based on the 2017 average
risk contributions, as reported in each scheme’s annual reports, and an
assumed increase of 9% for the other schemes.

--------------------------------------------------------------

Corporate solutions

—— Certain benefit limits have increased by CPI.

2

•

Family Multiply status

•

Healthy Heart Score:
•

•

The lowest Healthy Heart Score in the family

Activity level:

How much can I earn?

•

Children younger than 12: the lowest
activity level in the family

You can earn HealthReturns per R550 contribution that you pay as the
principal member.

•

Children 12 and over: earn their own
activity level

If your spouse and/or adult dependants are covered on your membership,
they can also earn HealthReturns per R550 payable for their portion of the
contribution.

Example

HealthSaver

-------------------------------------------------------------A maximum monthly salary of R20 000 will apply for members who
have day-to-day benefits in conjunction with one or more major
medical event benefits.
-------------------------------------------------------------HIV cover will be included on the Gold option.
-------------------------------------------------------------Removed co-payment and Momentum Rate on specialist visits.
-------------------------------------------------------------EAP programme available.
-------------------------------------------------------------Increase in accident cover limits.
-------------------------------------------------------------Enhancements to the maternity benefit - R20 000 lump sum benefit
payable to a member if hospitalisation is due to childbirth, irrespective
of number of days member has been hospitalised.
-------------------------------------------------------------Premium increases

Over the last five years, Momentum Health has been
able to increase membership by over 50%, which
equates to an average growth rate of approximately 9%
per year over this period. In addition to achieving this
growth, the Scheme has managed to attract the right
profile of member – a young, healthy, active member
which has benefited its demographic profile.

—— On the Ingwe Option, the overall annual hospital limit
has been removed
—— Specialist referral co-payments have been simplified

earn

-------------------------------------------------------------Rewards values have increased to a maximum of R3 000 per family per
month.
-------------------------------------------------------------Children can now earn KidsReturns
(on certain options).
--------------------------------------------------------------

Staff Care Solutions

for 2019.

Below is a summary of the benefit enhancements:

You can be a member of Momentum Health without taking any of the complementary products that Momentum offers.

HealthReturns

-------------------------------------------------------------Enhancements to the casualty benefit - members now have access to
three visits, overall limit of R10 000.
-------------------------------------------------------------Premium increase of 11%.
--------------------------------------------------------------

The unique benefit offering of Momentum Health is competitive,
comprehensive and relevant, and as such it was important to keep the
stability in the product design and not reduce benefits. It was also decided
that the 10% savings on the Incentive Options would remain

These complementary products are not medical scheme benefits. Momentum is not a medical scheme, and is a separate entity to Momentum Health.

-------------------------------------------------------------On the Ingwe Option, the overall annual hospital limit has been removed.
-------------------------------------------------------------Specialist referral co-payments have been simplified.
-------------------------------------------------------------Certain benefit limits have increased by CPI.
-------------------------------------------------------------Contribution increases range from 9.3% to 12.1%.
--------------------------------------------------------------

Momentum GapCover

2019 Complementary benefit updates

2019 Medical scheme benefit updates

These voluntary complementary products range from a world-class wellness and rewards programme, Multiply, to the innovative HealthReturns solution.

Momentum Health Medical Scheme

Momentum
Health Medical
Scheme
performance

You can choose to make use of additional products available from Momentum Group, a division of MMI Group Limited (Momentum), to seamlessly enhance your medical aid.

New for 2019

Option: Incentive Associated hospitals State chronic (Momentum Health)
Activity level: Level 5
Multiply Premier Status: Private Club
Healthy Heart Score: Green
Principal member contribution

R2 006 / R550 = 3

R260 x 3 = R780

Adult dependant contribution

R1 583 / R550 = 2

R260 x 2 = R520

Child dependant contribution

R769 / R550 = 1

R260 x 1 = R260

Total HealthReturns payable

R1 560 per month

All adult
dependants need
to be earning
HealthReturns

Child under 12:
Lowest activity level
in the family

Family Multiply status
and lowest Healthy Heart
Score apply

Child 12 and over:
Record own activity
level

Child completes
health assessment

Business News

-------------------------------------------------------------Greater flexibility to spend HealthSaver funds through the Multiply
Visa® Card.
-------------------------------------------------------------Maximum credit limit increased to R36 000.
-------------------------------------------------------------Enhancing existing Retirement Sweep to include
Education Sweep.
--------------------------------------------------------------

Multiply

-------------------------------------------------------------There are no changes to the points tables and thresholds.
-------------------------------------------------------------Members have the ability to earn points more easily.
-------------------------------------------------------------Access to Multiply vouchers now done through SMS.
-------------------------------------------------------------Members who go for a fitness assessment will be able to unlock
additional Active Dayz.
-------------------------------------------------------------Increased cashbacks.
-------------------------------------------------------------

Multiply for Corporates

-------------------------------------------------------------Free health assessment for all employees at registered clients.
-------------------------------------------------------------A membership card for Multiply for Corporates will be created.
-------------------------------------------------------------Increased incentive for financial advisers to drive registration,
create awareness and further engagement on the programme.
-------------------------------------------------------------Employers are able to spend rewards on subsidising Multiply
Premier or Momentum Health contributions.
--------------------------------------------------------------

Day-to-day and accident cover

6.8%

Hospital cash and funeral cover

2.5%

Factors taken into account when considering the increase

CPI
Over the last few years, medical inflation has been estimated as CPI plus
3%. This takes into account tariff increases and demographic factors,
including adverse selection and burden of disease, as well as supply
side factors, which include advancements in medical technology. All of
which are integral when calculating the medical scheme increases for the

MegaRewards

-------------------------------------------------------------Members of a corporate employer group with more than 50
employees on Health4Me membership or on capitated options
(such as the Ingwe and Impact Options) will be able to receive
monthly airtime for doing their health assessment, as well as data
for Green or Amber Healthy Heart Scores. Additional data can be
earned if the employer’s overall absenteeism targets are met.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wellness/Activation days for corporate clients.
-------------------------------------------------------------Integrated wellness solutions for participating employer groups,
including EAP and executive wellness programmes.
--------------------------------------------------------------

Low increase, off a low base

following year.

Vat increase

Growing with the right profile of members – continuing
to reverse the ageing effect of the risk pool

This year saw an increase in Vat of 1%, which most schemes absorbed
during the year, however there could be allowances made in the
calculation of the annual increase to allow for this increased cost.

Growth
Significant growth over a short period also places increased pressure on
the scheme’s solvency, which in turn needs to be accounted for in the
annual increase.

In conclusion

-------------------------------------------------------------Momentum’s health solutions provide flexibility for consumers to
structure a healthcare solution that meets their needs and affordability,
meaning there is no wastage.
-------------------------------------------------------------Momentum Health has one of the most stable benefit designs,
consumers know what benefits they have and they aren’t constantly
changing.
-------------------------------------------------------------Momentum Health still offers one of the lowest average risk
contributions in the market.
-------------------------------------------------------------Momentum Health remains one of the youngest open medical
schemes, which means that future claims costs should be lower.
--------------------------------------------------------------

Factors influencing increases for 2019

Solvency within regulated requirements – monitored
closely to balance the effect of strong growth

Average

10.7%
Impact Option
10.1%

Custom Option
11%

Incentive Option
10.1%

Extender Option
11.1%

Burn 300 calories
Take 10 000 steps

Health assessment

Summit Option
11.1%

Go to gym (Virgin Active/Planet Fitness, or any other
gym measured with FitVault)

Visit Clicks or Dis-Chem and do a health
assessment

Complete a special event via Entrytime/FitVault

Determine your Healthy Heart Score
Comply with treatment protocols, if you have
a chronic condition

Disclaimer
You can choose to make use of additional products available from Momentum Group, a division of MMI
Group Limited (Momentum), to seamlessly enhance your medical aid. These voluntary complementary
products range from a world-class wellness and rewards programme, Multiply, to the innovative
HealthReturns solution. These complementary products are not medical scheme benefits. Momentum is
not a medical scheme, and is a separate entity to Momentum Health. You can be a member of Momentum
Health without taking any of the complementary products that Momentum offers.

HealthSaver

Education Sweep

---------------------------------------Greater flexibility to spend your
HealthSaver funds through the
Multiply Visa® Card.
---------------------------------------Maximum credit limit increased to
R36 000.
---------------------------------------Enhancing existing Retirement
Sweep to include Education
Sweep.
----------------------------------------

Let your lifestyle fund your children’s education
Members will be able to use the accumulated
value of their HealthReturns to pay an education
invoice (in full or in part) from a registered
educational institute in South Africa for one or
more of their child dependants (covered on the
same option).
*Funds in excess of R5 000 can be used

KidsReturns rewards active families
To encourage families to exercise together, Momentum has introduced KidsReturns. Child
dependants on certain options can earn HealthReturns, as long as all adult dependants are
earning HealthReturns.
How does it work?
Children need to complete a child’s version of the health assessment, which measures BMI
and waist circumference. For children under the age of 3, their height and weight will be
measured against the Road to Health Chart.
KidsReturns are calculated according to:

4
3

Engage with Multiply
From joining Multiply to reaching
Gold status and enjoying increased
rewards takes just a few simple
steps, like completing online
questionnaires, going for a review
with a financial adviser, getting
a green Healthy Heart Score
and having three products with
Momentum.

Momentum Health increase

Ingwe Option
10.1%

1

Active Dayz™

spend

2019 Contribution increases
The average contribution increases over the last five years show that
Momentum Health’s increases have been significantly lower than the
rest of the market. When looking deeper into the numbers, it is clear that
the Momentum Health average risk contribution rate is lower than that
of the industry, consistently giving members a lower increase off a low
base, as depicted in the graph on the right. Based on the 2017 average
risk contributions, as reported in each scheme’s annual reports, and an
assumed increase of 9% for the other schemes.

--------------------------------------------------------------

Corporate solutions

—— Certain benefit limits have increased by CPI.

2

•

Family Multiply status

•

Healthy Heart Score:
•

•

The lowest Healthy Heart Score in the family

Activity level:

How much can I earn?

•

Children younger than 12: the lowest
activity level in the family

You can earn HealthReturns per R550 contribution that you pay as the
principal member.

•

Children 12 and over: earn their own
activity level

If your spouse and/or adult dependants are covered on your membership,
they can also earn HealthReturns per R550 payable for their portion of the
contribution.

Example

HealthSaver

-------------------------------------------------------------A maximum monthly salary of R20 000 will apply for members who
have day-to-day benefits in conjunction with one or more major
medical event benefits.
-------------------------------------------------------------HIV cover will be included on the Gold option.
-------------------------------------------------------------Removed co-payment and Momentum Rate on specialist visits.
-------------------------------------------------------------EAP programme available.
-------------------------------------------------------------Increase in accident cover limits.
-------------------------------------------------------------Enhancements to the maternity benefit - R20 000 lump sum benefit
payable to a member if hospitalisation is due to childbirth, irrespective
of number of days member has been hospitalised.
-------------------------------------------------------------Premium increases

Over the last five years, Momentum Health has been
able to increase membership by over 50%, which
equates to an average growth rate of approximately 9%
per year over this period. In addition to achieving this
growth, the Scheme has managed to attract the right
profile of member – a young, healthy, active member
which has benefited its demographic profile.

—— On the Ingwe Option, the overall annual hospital limit
has been removed
—— Specialist referral co-payments have been simplified

earn

-------------------------------------------------------------Rewards values have increased to a maximum of R3 000 per family per
month.
-------------------------------------------------------------Children can now earn KidsReturns
(on certain options).
--------------------------------------------------------------

Staff Care Solutions

for 2019.

Below is a summary of the benefit enhancements:

You can be a member of Momentum Health without taking any of the complementary products that Momentum offers.

HealthReturns

-------------------------------------------------------------Enhancements to the casualty benefit - members now have access to
three visits, overall limit of R10 000.
-------------------------------------------------------------Premium increase of 11%.
--------------------------------------------------------------

The unique benefit offering of Momentum Health is competitive,
comprehensive and relevant, and as such it was important to keep the
stability in the product design and not reduce benefits. It was also decided
that the 10% savings on the Incentive Options would remain

These complementary products are not medical scheme benefits. Momentum is not a medical scheme, and is a separate entity to Momentum Health.

-------------------------------------------------------------On the Ingwe Option, the overall annual hospital limit has been removed.
-------------------------------------------------------------Specialist referral co-payments have been simplified.
-------------------------------------------------------------Certain benefit limits have increased by CPI.
-------------------------------------------------------------Contribution increases range from 9.3% to 12.1%.
--------------------------------------------------------------

Momentum GapCover

2019 Complementary benefit updates

2019 Medical scheme benefit updates

These voluntary complementary products range from a world-class wellness and rewards programme, Multiply, to the innovative HealthReturns solution.

Momentum Health Medical Scheme

Momentum
Health Medical
Scheme
performance

You can choose to make use of additional products available from Momentum Group, a division of MMI Group Limited (Momentum), to seamlessly enhance your medical aid.

New for 2019

Option: Incentive Associated hospitals State chronic (Momentum Health)
Activity level: Level 5
Multiply Premier Status: Private Club
Healthy Heart Score: Green
Principal member contribution

R2 006 / R550 = 3

R260 x 3 = R780

Adult dependant contribution

R1 583 / R550 = 2

R260 x 2 = R520

Child dependant contribution

R769 / R550 = 1

R260 x 1 = R260

Total HealthReturns payable

R1 560 per month

All adult
dependants need
to be earning
HealthReturns

Child under 12:
Lowest activity level
in the family

Family Multiply status
and lowest Healthy Heart
Score apply

Child 12 and over:
Record own activity
level

Child completes
health assessment

Multiply

Momentum GapCover

Staff Care Solutions

MegaRewards

In keeping with the theme of providing stable benefits, the 2019 points
structure for Multiply Premier has remained consistent going into
2019, with no changes to the points tables and thresholds. The main
new features for 2019 will be the ability to earn points more easily and
boosted day-to-day partners.

Momentum GapCover was launched in 2017 offering members
supplementary cover to assist with shortfalls in the event of
hospitalisation involving surgery or medical treatment, as well as for
certain procedures performed out-of-hospital.

Access to healthcare is an integral component of an employee’s health
and wellbeing. Private healthcare solutions, like medical schemes,
remain unaffordable for a large portion of the low-income workforce.

Momentum is excited to launch a rewards benefit on Health4Me, as
well as on capitated options (such as the Ingwe and Impact Options)
within our employer group business. In summary, this benefit aims to
incentivise members with monthly airtime as a reward for reducing
absenteeism, and monthly data for Healthy Heart Score outcomes.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------In consultation with our participating employer groups, the need for an
HIV benefit became evident, so from 2019, HIV cover will be included
on the Gold option. The programme will provide benefits and funding for
the following:

The concern is that not all employees can afford a medical scheme
solution, and a more cost effective low income solution is required
to cater for their needs and affordability. In South Africa there are
approximately 8.8 million beneficiaries covered by a medical scheme,
which accounts for 16% of the population. If we had to overlay these
figures into an employer group, one would find that the majority of
the employees would not be covered. Momentum Staffcare Solutions
provides comprehensive benefits for these employees at a cost
effective price, extending healthcare benefits across the employer
group. This integrated solution is then wrapped up in Multiply for
Corporates, which rewards employer groups who engage on the
programme.
In ensuring that all employees have access to similar basic benefits,
Momentum has revamped their Multiply for Corporates offering to
include:

Innovative solutions that reimagine
the possibilities
Momentum’s health solutions have been moving the healthcare industry forward with a

EAP and executive wellness programmes

flexible offering and innovative thinking that has reimagined the possibilities in health and

Momentum’s health solutions also offer an integrated wellness solution
-------------------------------------------------------------to employers. This includes a standard Employee Assistance Programme
Free health assessment for all employees at registered clients.
(EAP) with an interactive online engagement platform, as well as an
-------------------------------------------------------------- executive wellness programme, either taken together or as stand-alone
products.
A membership card for Multiply for Corporates will be created.

—— Anti-retroviral medication
—— Blood tests related to condition monitoring
—— Doctor consultations related to condition monitoring

wellness management.

-------------------------------------------------------------Increased incentive for financial advisers to drive registration,
create awareness and further engagement on the programme.

—— Post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

With the ongoing changes in legislation in the healthcare industry, Momentum’s health solutions reinvented what

-------------------------------------------------------------Employers are able to spend rewards on subsidising Multiply
Premier or Momentum Health contributions.

Staff Care Solutions also provides its participating employer groups with
an EAP programme, which offers psychosocial counselling, trauma/
critical incidence counselling and legal assist, credit health and debt
management services to employees.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

was thought to be the best and made it significantly better through solutions such as Provider Choice, HealthSaver,
HealthReturns, Staff Care Solutions and more recently Multiply Visa® Card and Multiply for Corporates. The

--------------------------------------------------------------

continuous innovation doesn’t stop here, Momentum’s health solutions have taken this thinking forward into 2019

The emergency transportation, stabilisation and treatment cost paid in
case of an accident that requires immediate medical treatment has been
increased to:

and beyond.

100 MB

Healthy Heart Score

monthly

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Green

Healthy Heart

25 MB
monthly

Score
Amber

100

R
monthly

If employer’s
absenteeism
targets are met

Employer portal
In response to our corporate clients advising us that they would like to
engage with Momentum more simply, we are currently designing the new
employer portal. The main aim for this portal is to offer the HR staff at
corporate employer groups a seamless and intuitive online experience to
easily interact with Momentum’s health offerings.

2013

2016

2017
Multiply Visa® Card is launched

once off

2009

Momentum launches GapCover

100 MB

Health
Assessment
completed

2006

Momentum launches
Multiply for Corporates

Condition

2005

Momentum launches low-income
solution, Health4Me

Sign up via
employer

Value

2004

Momentum launches HealthReturns

50

R
monthly

Condition

2003

Momentum launches HealthSaver

Staff Care Solutions has introduced a R20 000 lump sum maternity
benefit, payable to a member if hospitalisation is due to childbirth,
irrespective of the number of days that the member has been
hospitalised.

Value

2000

Momentum Health

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1998

Pulz Medical Scheme

—— Up to R1 000 000 per event - Standard

National Medical Plan

—— Up to R200 000 per event - Base

Momentum Health introduces Health Platform

The machine learning algorithm had a 15-20% higher accuracy rate in
identifying hospitalisation in diabetics. This type of technology will allow
Momentum, through the wellness coaches, to intervene earlier and
achieve their overall objective of creating improved health for members.
This is a leading innovation in the industry.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------Members will now have access to two specialist visits per year, up to
R1 000 per visit, which includes the cost of the consultation,
medication, radiology and pathology. Should there be any shortfalls, this
will be payable by the member.

Advanced benefit: Absenteeism management
Employers can also incentivise lower absenteeism by choosing to
participate in the advanced benefit. This increases the R50 monthly
airtime to R100 per month when absenteeism targets are met or
exceeded. Based on the outcome of their Healthy Heart Score,
members will also receive additional data for 12 months following the
completion of their health assessment.

Momentum launches Multiply

There is currently a lot of hype around Artificial Intelligence and machine
learning. For most businesses, the current challenge is to harness the
power of these new technologies to create real business value. Over the
past year Momentum has succeeded in building some valuable machine
learning algorithms in the clinical risk management space. Machine
learning allows for hyper-personalisation and looks for non-traditional,
unobvious links within the data. We then build these into our algorithms
in an effort to early-detect readmissions, onset of disease, and the
like. This allows our wellness coaches to offer even more personalised
and meaningful care for high risk individuals from the comfort of their
homes. Momentum is currently piloting this with members who are
diabetic to see whether it is possible to predict which members would
be admitted to hospital based on about 90 different data points.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------A maximum salary band of R20 000 will apply for members who have
day-to-day benefits in conjunction with one or more major medical
event benefit.

Cellular data - upon completion of a health assessment,
participating members will receive 100MB of data (on the same
sim card as the monthly airtime).

Medical schemes to maintain a 25% solvency

Using AI to enhance
client experience and
health outcomes

With this in mind the Momentum Staff Care Solutions
enhancements for 2019 are the following:

Airtime - sim cards will be issued and members will receive
airtime of R50 per month for 12 months.

Momentum Health introduces Provider Choice

--------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------

1.
In line with Momentum’s focus on innovation and flexibility, Momentum
Staff Care Solutions follows a building block approach. Employers
2.
are able to select the combination of benefits most suitable to their
employees’ needs and available budget.

Personal medical savings accounts are limited to 25%

Bonus points will now be based on intensity and completion time and
will be part of the 240 engagement points (easier to earn points).
Special events can be logged on Entrytime and Multiply will receive
the results and allocate automatically. Racetec (timing chip) is now
integrated with FitVault and events timed by Racetec will automatically
be updated by Multiply.

-------------------------------------------------------------Members will now have access to three casualty visits for accidental and
emergencies, up to a maximum of R10 000 for all three visits.

Base benefit

Council for Medical Scheme is established

-------------------------------------------------------------There is also increased cover for obstetrics and gynaecology, as well as
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - cardiothoracic and neurology, which will now be covered up to 2½ times
what the Scheme paid.
Special events

All participating members will have access to the following benefits:

The Medical Scheme Act comes into effect

-------------------------------------------------------------The maximum overall limit for shortfall cover has been increased to
R157 000 per insured life per year.

Momentum Staff Care Solutions applies their extensive experience and
skill in the field, as well as their strong provider network partnerships,
to facilitate cost-effective provision of day-to-day benefits to employees.

The Medical Scheme Act is signed into law

Increased cashbacks for the following partners:

Momentum Staff Care Solutions allows employer groups to offer
cost-effective healthcare cover to their low-income staff.

Momentum’s integrated solutions enable employers to enhance their
employees’ health and financial wellness through positive behaviour
change. Bringing it all together, Multiply for Corporates is Momentum’s
rewards programme for businesses. It encourages employers to take
Digital and client engagement
care of their employees’ physical and financial wellness needs, and
create a safe workplace. It is backed by solutions designed to enhance Wellness/Activation days – Momentum is now
employees’ productivity, in so doing contributing to a business’ overall launching brand new activation days that will be
piloted in various regions across the country. The
success for the future.
day takes a completely digitised approach with a
As employees’ physical health improves, lower medical expenses
digital nurse who manages the experience.
and insurance costs reduce their financial vulnerability. Healthier
The new activation days are available to
employees are also off work for shorter periods and tend to be much
Health4Me, OCSACare and Momentum Health
more productive.
employer groups.
Financially well employees are less stressed and less likely to be
distracted by financial worries at work. The result: higher levels of
engagement and productivity.

Version 2019

Since inception we have seen steady growth in the number of policies
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - taken out. Momentum GapCover offers a seamless claims process,
meaning that members no longer need to submit a gap claim form or
Easier to earn points (240 engagement points)
any other documentation usually required when making a gap cover
claim. The system automatically detects whether it is a valid claim and
Members who go for a fitness assessment will be able to unlock
confirms whether there was any shortfall - if there is, the claim will be
additional Active DayzTM. These points are subject to the Track your
processed by Momentum GapCover, who will notify the member once it
Spend and Safe Dayz limit.
has been processed and paid.
-------------------------------------------------------------In addition to the seamless claims process, Momentum GapCover has
introduced the following benefit enhancements:
Boosted day-to-day partners

Multiply for Corporates Corporate value
proposition

2019

What’s
next?

Multiply

Momentum GapCover

Staff Care Solutions

MegaRewards

In keeping with the theme of providing stable benefits, the 2019 points
structure for Multiply Premier has remained consistent going into
2019, with no changes to the points tables and thresholds. The main
new features for 2019 will be the ability to earn points more easily and
boosted day-to-day partners.

Momentum GapCover was launched in 2017 offering members
supplementary cover to assist with shortfalls in the event of
hospitalisation involving surgery or medical treatment, as well as for
certain procedures performed out-of-hospital.

Access to healthcare is an integral component of an employee’s health
and wellbeing. Private healthcare solutions, like medical schemes,
remain unaffordable for a large portion of the low-income workforce.

Momentum is excited to launch a rewards benefit on Health4Me, as
well as on capitated options (such as the Ingwe and Impact Options)
within our employer group business. In summary, this benefit aims to
incentivise members with monthly airtime as a reward for reducing
absenteeism, and monthly data for Healthy Heart Score outcomes.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------In consultation with our participating employer groups, the need for an
HIV benefit became evident, so from 2019, HIV cover will be included
on the Gold option. The programme will provide benefits and funding for
the following:

The concern is that not all employees can afford a medical scheme
solution, and a more cost effective low income solution is required
to cater for their needs and affordability. In South Africa there are
approximately 8.8 million beneficiaries covered by a medical scheme,
which accounts for 16% of the population. If we had to overlay these
figures into an employer group, one would find that the majority of
the employees would not be covered. Momentum Staffcare Solutions
provides comprehensive benefits for these employees at a cost
effective price, extending healthcare benefits across the employer
group. This integrated solution is then wrapped up in Multiply for
Corporates, which rewards employer groups who engage on the
programme.
In ensuring that all employees have access to similar basic benefits,
Momentum has revamped their Multiply for Corporates offering to
include:

Innovative solutions that reimagine
the possibilities
Momentum’s health solutions have been moving the healthcare industry forward with a

EAP and executive wellness programmes

flexible offering and innovative thinking that has reimagined the possibilities in health and

Momentum’s health solutions also offer an integrated wellness solution
-------------------------------------------------------------to employers. This includes a standard Employee Assistance Programme
Free health assessment for all employees at registered clients.
(EAP) with an interactive online engagement platform, as well as an
-------------------------------------------------------------- executive wellness programme, either taken together or as stand-alone
products.
A membership card for Multiply for Corporates will be created.

—— Anti-retroviral medication
—— Blood tests related to condition monitoring
—— Doctor consultations related to condition monitoring

wellness management.

-------------------------------------------------------------Increased incentive for financial advisers to drive registration,
create awareness and further engagement on the programme.

—— Post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

With the ongoing changes in legislation in the healthcare industry, Momentum’s health solutions reinvented what

-------------------------------------------------------------Employers are able to spend rewards on subsidising Multiply
Premier or Momentum Health contributions.

Staff Care Solutions also provides its participating employer groups with
an EAP programme, which offers psychosocial counselling, trauma/
critical incidence counselling and legal assist, credit health and debt
management services to employees.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

was thought to be the best and made it significantly better through solutions such as Provider Choice, HealthSaver,
HealthReturns, Staff Care Solutions and more recently Multiply Visa® Card and Multiply for Corporates. The

--------------------------------------------------------------

continuous innovation doesn’t stop here, Momentum’s health solutions have taken this thinking forward into 2019

The emergency transportation, stabilisation and treatment cost paid in
case of an accident that requires immediate medical treatment has been
increased to:

and beyond.

100 MB

Healthy Heart Score

monthly

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Green

Healthy Heart

25 MB
monthly

Score
Amber

100

R
monthly

If employer’s
absenteeism
targets are met

Employer portal
In response to our corporate clients advising us that they would like to
engage with Momentum more simply, we are currently designing the new
employer portal. The main aim for this portal is to offer the HR staff at
corporate employer groups a seamless and intuitive online experience to
easily interact with Momentum’s health offerings.

2013

2016

2017
Multiply Visa® Card is launched

once off

2009

Momentum launches GapCover

100 MB

Health
Assessment
completed

2006

Momentum launches
Multiply for Corporates

Condition

2005

Momentum launches low-income
solution, Health4Me

Sign up via
employer

Value

2004

Momentum launches HealthReturns

50

R
monthly

Condition

2003

Momentum launches HealthSaver

Staff Care Solutions has introduced a R20 000 lump sum maternity
benefit, payable to a member if hospitalisation is due to childbirth,
irrespective of the number of days that the member has been
hospitalised.

Value

2000

Momentum Health

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1998

Pulz Medical Scheme

—— Up to R1 000 000 per event - Standard

National Medical Plan

—— Up to R200 000 per event - Base

Momentum Health introduces Health Platform

The machine learning algorithm had a 15-20% higher accuracy rate in
identifying hospitalisation in diabetics. This type of technology will allow
Momentum, through the wellness coaches, to intervene earlier and
achieve their overall objective of creating improved health for members.
This is a leading innovation in the industry.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------Members will now have access to two specialist visits per year, up to
R1 000 per visit, which includes the cost of the consultation,
medication, radiology and pathology. Should there be any shortfalls, this
will be payable by the member.

Advanced benefit: Absenteeism management
Employers can also incentivise lower absenteeism by choosing to
participate in the advanced benefit. This increases the R50 monthly
airtime to R100 per month when absenteeism targets are met or
exceeded. Based on the outcome of their Healthy Heart Score,
members will also receive additional data for 12 months following the
completion of their health assessment.

Momentum launches Multiply

There is currently a lot of hype around Artificial Intelligence and machine
learning. For most businesses, the current challenge is to harness the
power of these new technologies to create real business value. Over the
past year Momentum has succeeded in building some valuable machine
learning algorithms in the clinical risk management space. Machine
learning allows for hyper-personalisation and looks for non-traditional,
unobvious links within the data. We then build these into our algorithms
in an effort to early-detect readmissions, onset of disease, and the
like. This allows our wellness coaches to offer even more personalised
and meaningful care for high risk individuals from the comfort of their
homes. Momentum is currently piloting this with members who are
diabetic to see whether it is possible to predict which members would
be admitted to hospital based on about 90 different data points.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------A maximum salary band of R20 000 will apply for members who have
day-to-day benefits in conjunction with one or more major medical
event benefit.

Cellular data - upon completion of a health assessment,
participating members will receive 100MB of data (on the same
sim card as the monthly airtime).

Medical schemes to maintain a 25% solvency

Using AI to enhance
client experience and
health outcomes

With this in mind the Momentum Staff Care Solutions
enhancements for 2019 are the following:

Airtime - sim cards will be issued and members will receive
airtime of R50 per month for 12 months.

Momentum Health introduces Provider Choice

--------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------

1.
In line with Momentum’s focus on innovation and flexibility, Momentum
Staff Care Solutions follows a building block approach. Employers
2.
are able to select the combination of benefits most suitable to their
employees’ needs and available budget.

Personal medical savings accounts are limited to 25%

Bonus points will now be based on intensity and completion time and
will be part of the 240 engagement points (easier to earn points).
Special events can be logged on Entrytime and Multiply will receive
the results and allocate automatically. Racetec (timing chip) is now
integrated with FitVault and events timed by Racetec will automatically
be updated by Multiply.

-------------------------------------------------------------Members will now have access to three casualty visits for accidental and
emergencies, up to a maximum of R10 000 for all three visits.

Base benefit

Council for Medical Scheme is established

-------------------------------------------------------------There is also increased cover for obstetrics and gynaecology, as well as
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - cardiothoracic and neurology, which will now be covered up to 2½ times
what the Scheme paid.
Special events

All participating members will have access to the following benefits:

The Medical Scheme Act comes into effect

-------------------------------------------------------------The maximum overall limit for shortfall cover has been increased to
R157 000 per insured life per year.

Momentum Staff Care Solutions applies their extensive experience and
skill in the field, as well as their strong provider network partnerships,
to facilitate cost-effective provision of day-to-day benefits to employees.

The Medical Scheme Act is signed into law

Increased cashbacks for the following partners:

Momentum Staff Care Solutions allows employer groups to offer
cost-effective healthcare cover to their low-income staff.

Momentum’s integrated solutions enable employers to enhance their
employees’ health and financial wellness through positive behaviour
change. Bringing it all together, Multiply for Corporates is Momentum’s
rewards programme for businesses. It encourages employers to take
Digital and client engagement
care of their employees’ physical and financial wellness needs, and
create a safe workplace. It is backed by solutions designed to enhance Wellness/Activation days – Momentum is now
employees’ productivity, in so doing contributing to a business’ overall launching brand new activation days that will be
piloted in various regions across the country. The
success for the future.
day takes a completely digitised approach with a
As employees’ physical health improves, lower medical expenses
digital nurse who manages the experience.
and insurance costs reduce their financial vulnerability. Healthier
The new activation days are available to
employees are also off work for shorter periods and tend to be much
Health4Me, OCSACare and Momentum Health
more productive.
employer groups.
Financially well employees are less stressed and less likely to be
distracted by financial worries at work. The result: higher levels of
engagement and productivity.

Version 2019

Since inception we have seen steady growth in the number of policies
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - taken out. Momentum GapCover offers a seamless claims process,
meaning that members no longer need to submit a gap claim form or
Easier to earn points (240 engagement points)
any other documentation usually required when making a gap cover
claim. The system automatically detects whether it is a valid claim and
Members who go for a fitness assessment will be able to unlock
confirms whether there was any shortfall - if there is, the claim will be
additional Active DayzTM. These points are subject to the Track your
processed by Momentum GapCover, who will notify the member once it
Spend and Safe Dayz limit.
has been processed and paid.
-------------------------------------------------------------In addition to the seamless claims process, Momentum GapCover has
introduced the following benefit enhancements:
Boosted day-to-day partners
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Multiply

Momentum GapCover

Staff Care Solutions

MegaRewards

In keeping with the theme of providing stable benefits, the 2019 points
structure for Multiply Premier has remained consistent going into
2019, with no changes to the points tables and thresholds. The main
new features for 2019 will be the ability to earn points more easily and
boosted day-to-day partners.

Momentum GapCover was launched in 2017 offering members
supplementary cover to assist with shortfalls in the event of
hospitalisation involving surgery or medical treatment, as well as for
certain procedures performed out-of-hospital.

Access to healthcare is an integral component of an employee’s health
and wellbeing. Private healthcare solutions, like medical schemes,
remain unaffordable for a large portion of the low-income workforce.

Momentum is excited to launch a rewards benefit on Health4Me, as
well as on capitated options (such as the Ingwe and Impact Options)
within our employer group business. In summary, this benefit aims to
incentivise members with monthly airtime as a reward for reducing
absenteeism, and monthly data for Healthy Heart Score outcomes.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------In consultation with our participating employer groups, the need for an
HIV benefit became evident, so from 2019, HIV cover will be included
on the Gold option. The programme will provide benefits and funding for
the following:

The concern is that not all employees can afford a medical scheme
solution, and a more cost effective low income solution is required
to cater for their needs and affordability. In South Africa there are
approximately 8.8 million beneficiaries covered by a medical scheme,
which accounts for 16% of the population. If we had to overlay these
figures into an employer group, one would find that the majority of
the employees would not be covered. Momentum Staffcare Solutions
provides comprehensive benefits for these employees at a cost
effective price, extending healthcare benefits across the employer
group. This integrated solution is then wrapped up in Multiply for
Corporates, which rewards employer groups who engage on the
programme.
In ensuring that all employees have access to similar basic benefits,
Momentum has revamped their Multiply for Corporates offering to
include:

Innovative solutions that reimagine
the possibilities
Momentum’s health solutions have been moving the healthcare industry forward with a

EAP and executive wellness programmes

flexible offering and innovative thinking that has reimagined the possibilities in health and

Momentum’s health solutions also offer an integrated wellness solution
-------------------------------------------------------------to employers. This includes a standard Employee Assistance Programme
Free health assessment for all employees at registered clients.
(EAP) with an interactive online engagement platform, as well as an
-------------------------------------------------------------- executive wellness programme, either taken together or as stand-alone
products.
A membership card for Multiply for Corporates will be created.

—— Anti-retroviral medication
—— Blood tests related to condition monitoring
—— Doctor consultations related to condition monitoring

wellness management.

-------------------------------------------------------------Increased incentive for financial advisers to drive registration,
create awareness and further engagement on the programme.

—— Post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

With the ongoing changes in legislation in the healthcare industry, Momentum’s health solutions reinvented what

-------------------------------------------------------------Employers are able to spend rewards on subsidising Multiply
Premier or Momentum Health contributions.

Staff Care Solutions also provides its participating employer groups with
an EAP programme, which offers psychosocial counselling, trauma/
critical incidence counselling and legal assist, credit health and debt
management services to employees.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

was thought to be the best and made it significantly better through solutions such as Provider Choice, HealthSaver,
HealthReturns, Staff Care Solutions and more recently Multiply Visa® Card and Multiply for Corporates. The

--------------------------------------------------------------

continuous innovation doesn’t stop here, Momentum’s health solutions have taken this thinking forward into 2019

The emergency transportation, stabilisation and treatment cost paid in
case of an accident that requires immediate medical treatment has been
increased to:

and beyond.

100 MB

Healthy Heart Score

monthly

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Green

Healthy Heart

25 MB
monthly

Score
Amber

100

R
monthly

If employer’s
absenteeism
targets are met

Employer portal
In response to our corporate clients advising us that they would like to
engage with Momentum more simply, we are currently designing the new
employer portal. The main aim for this portal is to offer the HR staff at
corporate employer groups a seamless and intuitive online experience to
easily interact with Momentum’s health offerings.

2013

2016

2017
Multiply Visa® Card is launched

once off

2009

Momentum launches GapCover

100 MB

Health
Assessment
completed

2006

Momentum launches
Multiply for Corporates

Condition

2005

Momentum launches low-income
solution, Health4Me

Sign up via
employer

Value

2004

Momentum launches HealthReturns

50

R
monthly

Condition

2003

Momentum launches HealthSaver

Staff Care Solutions has introduced a R20 000 lump sum maternity
benefit, payable to a member if hospitalisation is due to childbirth,
irrespective of the number of days that the member has been
hospitalised.

Value

2000

Momentum Health

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1998

Pulz Medical Scheme

—— Up to R1 000 000 per event - Standard

National Medical Plan

—— Up to R200 000 per event - Base

Momentum Health introduces Health Platform

The machine learning algorithm had a 15-20% higher accuracy rate in
identifying hospitalisation in diabetics. This type of technology will allow
Momentum, through the wellness coaches, to intervene earlier and
achieve their overall objective of creating improved health for members.
This is a leading innovation in the industry.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------Members will now have access to two specialist visits per year, up to
R1 000 per visit, which includes the cost of the consultation,
medication, radiology and pathology. Should there be any shortfalls, this
will be payable by the member.

Advanced benefit: Absenteeism management
Employers can also incentivise lower absenteeism by choosing to
participate in the advanced benefit. This increases the R50 monthly
airtime to R100 per month when absenteeism targets are met or
exceeded. Based on the outcome of their Healthy Heart Score,
members will also receive additional data for 12 months following the
completion of their health assessment.

Momentum launches Multiply

There is currently a lot of hype around Artificial Intelligence and machine
learning. For most businesses, the current challenge is to harness the
power of these new technologies to create real business value. Over the
past year Momentum has succeeded in building some valuable machine
learning algorithms in the clinical risk management space. Machine
learning allows for hyper-personalisation and looks for non-traditional,
unobvious links within the data. We then build these into our algorithms
in an effort to early-detect readmissions, onset of disease, and the
like. This allows our wellness coaches to offer even more personalised
and meaningful care for high risk individuals from the comfort of their
homes. Momentum is currently piloting this with members who are
diabetic to see whether it is possible to predict which members would
be admitted to hospital based on about 90 different data points.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------A maximum salary band of R20 000 will apply for members who have
day-to-day benefits in conjunction with one or more major medical
event benefit.

Cellular data - upon completion of a health assessment,
participating members will receive 100MB of data (on the same
sim card as the monthly airtime).

Medical schemes to maintain a 25% solvency

Using AI to enhance
client experience and
health outcomes

With this in mind the Momentum Staff Care Solutions
enhancements for 2019 are the following:

Airtime - sim cards will be issued and members will receive
airtime of R50 per month for 12 months.

Momentum Health introduces Provider Choice

--------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------

1.
In line with Momentum’s focus on innovation and flexibility, Momentum
Staff Care Solutions follows a building block approach. Employers
2.
are able to select the combination of benefits most suitable to their
employees’ needs and available budget.

Personal medical savings accounts are limited to 25%

Bonus points will now be based on intensity and completion time and
will be part of the 240 engagement points (easier to earn points).
Special events can be logged on Entrytime and Multiply will receive
the results and allocate automatically. Racetec (timing chip) is now
integrated with FitVault and events timed by Racetec will automatically
be updated by Multiply.

-------------------------------------------------------------Members will now have access to three casualty visits for accidental and
emergencies, up to a maximum of R10 000 for all three visits.

Base benefit

Council for Medical Scheme is established

-------------------------------------------------------------There is also increased cover for obstetrics and gynaecology, as well as
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - cardiothoracic and neurology, which will now be covered up to 2½ times
what the Scheme paid.
Special events

All participating members will have access to the following benefits:

The Medical Scheme Act comes into effect

-------------------------------------------------------------The maximum overall limit for shortfall cover has been increased to
R157 000 per insured life per year.

Momentum Staff Care Solutions applies their extensive experience and
skill in the field, as well as their strong provider network partnerships,
to facilitate cost-effective provision of day-to-day benefits to employees.

The Medical Scheme Act is signed into law

Increased cashbacks for the following partners:

Momentum Staff Care Solutions allows employer groups to offer
cost-effective healthcare cover to their low-income staff.

Momentum’s integrated solutions enable employers to enhance their
employees’ health and financial wellness through positive behaviour
change. Bringing it all together, Multiply for Corporates is Momentum’s
rewards programme for businesses. It encourages employers to take
Digital and client engagement
care of their employees’ physical and financial wellness needs, and
create a safe workplace. It is backed by solutions designed to enhance Wellness/Activation days – Momentum is now
employees’ productivity, in so doing contributing to a business’ overall launching brand new activation days that will be
piloted in various regions across the country. The
success for the future.
day takes a completely digitised approach with a
As employees’ physical health improves, lower medical expenses
digital nurse who manages the experience.
and insurance costs reduce their financial vulnerability. Healthier
The new activation days are available to
employees are also off work for shorter periods and tend to be much
Health4Me, OCSACare and Momentum Health
more productive.
employer groups.
Financially well employees are less stressed and less likely to be
distracted by financial worries at work. The result: higher levels of
engagement and productivity.

Version 2019

Since inception we have seen steady growth in the number of policies
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - taken out. Momentum GapCover offers a seamless claims process,
meaning that members no longer need to submit a gap claim form or
Easier to earn points (240 engagement points)
any other documentation usually required when making a gap cover
claim. The system automatically detects whether it is a valid claim and
Members who go for a fitness assessment will be able to unlock
confirms whether there was any shortfall - if there is, the claim will be
additional Active DayzTM. These points are subject to the Track your
processed by Momentum GapCover, who will notify the member once it
Spend and Safe Dayz limit.
has been processed and paid.
-------------------------------------------------------------In addition to the seamless claims process, Momentum GapCover has
introduced the following benefit enhancements:
Boosted day-to-day partners
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